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Abstract
The generation of computational grids on surfaces of three-dimensional configura-
tions is an important component of many areas of computational research, both as
a boundary grid for volume grid generation or to perform computations on the sur-
face. For reasons of computational efficiency, structured grids remain widely used in
areas such as the computation of aerodynamic flows. Elliptic grid generation is the
leading structured grid generation method and creates high-quality grids for simple
geometries. However, when applied to surfaces in three dimensions, problems are
encountered among other things with the redistribution of grid nodes that need to
remain on the surface and with maintaining the high quality of the grid.
The present work introduces a new approach to elliptic surface grid generation
which is based on intrinsic properties of the surface and not the parameterization
that describes the surface. Previous work has based the surface grid generator on
the parametric space of the specific surface parameterization at hand, but this often
leads to low-quality grids, specifically for surfaces with large variations in curvature.
This work aims to address this issue by developing a method which performs elliptic
smoothing on an initial grid created using any parameterization, but redistributes the
grid nodes according to their location in physical space, as opposed to in parametric
space. This ensures that the final grid will always be of high quality in the physical
space.
Furthermore, a set of control functions which control grid lines and node bunching
over the surface are developed. To be consistent with the parameterization indepen-
dent elliptic method, these functions are to be based on intrinsic properties of the
surface. In the approach proposed here, we specifically use the curvatures in the
directions of the grid lines and the length of the grid lines.
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C
P
D
J
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(, 11
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ru, rn,...
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b(u, v)
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Rx (u, v), Ry (u, v)
R (u, v), R.,7(u, v)
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f, g
Computational domain
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Physical domain
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Grid indices
Computational parameters
Surface parameters
Number of grid lines in the direction of ( and q, respectively
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Derivatives of r(u, v) with respect to surface parameters
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The four edges of the domain
Boundary equation
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Al, A2  Angle of 'i and K2 with respect to e,
e, Kn Curvatures in the ( and q directions
Egfq Grid line lengths in the ( and 7 directions
JI, -FH First and second fundamental form
W Weingarten matrix = F71 Fr
Chapter 1
Introduction
The behavior of physical systems are often modeled by partial differential equations
which are continuous in space. These are typically nonlinear equations and hence can
generally not be solved analytically, but are approximated using numerical solution
techniques. The most commonly used numerical methods are finite difference, finite
volume and finite element methods in which the continuous field and derivatives are
represented in a discrete manner. These method thus require the continuous physical
space to be discretized into a finite number of points or cells. The collection of points
distributed over the field where the numerical solution is to be found is called the
grid or mesh, while the process of discretization i.e. construction of grids on domains
is denoted grid generation, [4].
A good-quality grid is crucial in reducing computational costs and increasing the
accuracy of the solution. While computational engineering has rapidly advanced dur-
ing the past decades, grid generation has unfortunately not seen the same substantial
improvements. It remains a costly, manual, and time-consuming part of computa-
tional methods and as such the motivation for greater focus on grid generation is sig-
nificant in the computational world. Computational methods can significantly benefit
from grids created in a more automated way with less investment of (wo)man-power,
grids of better quality and robustness, and faster grid generation methods. Par-
ticularly, an area of continued interest with much room for improvement is that of
surface grid generation, where a grid is to be generated on a curved surface of various
three-dimensional geometries.
1.1 Thesis Scope
The focus of the present work is to develop a technique for surface grid generation
which overcomes some of the limitations of methods commonly used today. The
surfaces are described using parameterizations, and the main challenge addressed in
this work is to generate the same surface grid for a given surface when this is described
by different parameterizations; in other words, the grid should only depend on the
actual surface, and not the parameterization employed to describe it.
We will create structured grids in which the points or nodes are connected in
a regular grid with clear identification of neighboring nodes. Structured grids are
among other things used for finite difference methods, boundary element methods
and as a first step in the construction of an unstructured mesh. It is more difficult to
fit a structured grid to a complicated geometry than an unstructured grid; however,
very high-quality grids can be achieved for simple geometries using the structured
approach. Furthermore, the numerical methods based on structured grids are more
efficient and usually require significantly lower computational time than those of
unstructured grids.
Additionally, throughout the design of the grid generation code it is kept in mind
that a complicated physical region can be made up of several patches or blocks of grids.
This so-called multi-block approach allows for very realistic geometries. Although
other approaches have been used in the literature, here the common interface of the
patches is to be continuous, in other words their edges share points along an interface.
1.2 Grid Quality Requirements
The computational grid must be dense enough for the numerical solver to be able
to accurately capture the solution, while at the same time not be so dense that
the solution procedure becomes excessively costly. Ultimately, a good-quality grid
is therefore a grid with the fewest possible nodes located at the "right" places, such
that the gradients of the solution are properly resolved. A high-quality grid will
therefore cut computational costs while still allowing the solver to provide an accurate
approximate solution, [10].
Additionally, certain grid characteristics such as skewness and large discontinuous
changes in grid cell size can significantly impact the accuracy of a numerical approx-
imation. Specifically, a major solution procedure which requires particularly smooth
grids is the low-order panel methods.
Elliptic grid generation is a structured grid generation method which has been
designed with smoothness in mind. In terms of grid quality, our surface grid is thus
to be based on this method, while attempting to satisfy other important requirements,
such as placing fewer nodes strategically.
1.3 Surface Grid Generation
Surface grid generation is relevant for instance when solving external flows over sur-
faces or as an important step in the construction of a volume grid, e.g. for the purpose
of a full-blown 3D solution. The generated grid has to conform to the surface of the
configuration at hand, while respecting lines and intersections in the component. Fur-
thermore care should be taken when dealing with regions of high curvature. One of
the most common approaches of surface grid generation have been to perform the
discretization in the parametric space. However, one main disadvantage of this is
that different parameterizations of the same surface will lead to different grids and
the quality of the grid is thus highly dependent on the choice of parameterization.
Approaches employed to solve this include developing rather complicated control func-
tions that depend on the parameterization, or to take advantage of force equilibriums
and projection in the physical space, see [5]. The present work attempts to eliminate
dependence on the parametric space in order to avoid low-quality meshes.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In this thesis we thus describe and demonstrate an alternative method for generating
a surface grid where the gridding is done in the physical space in such a way that
the resulting grid is independent of the parameterization used to describe the surface.
Furthermore, we require control functions to control grid lines in each direction and
develop a form of control functions which is based on the intrinsic properties of the
surface. This ensures that our final grid is independent of the parameterization used.
Chapter two covers some of the background material on surface representation,
intrinsic quantities of surfaces and general surface grid terminology and basics. In
chapter three we describe two-dimensional elliptic grid generation, its derivation and
advantages and then proceed to outlining the application to curved surfaces, which
forms the core of the method employed in this work.
Chapter four deals with the design and implementation of our surface grid gen-
erator and the control functions, and discusses some of the specific implementation
issues and guidelines.
Finally, chapter five demonstrates the use of the grid generator and the control
functions for some commonly encountered geometries. Through these, we give partic-
ular importance to investigating the parameterization independence of the grid and
the control functions.
Chapter 2
Surface Fundamentals
The present chapter establishes some background on surfaces which will be used in the
construction of grids on curved surfaces. Surface parameterizations, some essential
basic differential geometry and the setup for surface grids are described.
2.1 Surface Representation
A surface is a subset of R3 which locally resembles a piece of R2 , for instance the
nearly spherical Earth locally looks flat, and it can be represented mathematically in
various ways. Analytically, we may define a surface in two ways: implicitly through an
equation that describes the surface, or explicitly using a parameterization. The latter
is the most general way to describe a surface and is the foundation for many numerical
surface representations such as cubic splines and NURBS [10]. A unique surface
can furthermore be described by many different parametrizations, and one type of
representation can even have different parameterizations for the same surface. In this
work we assume the surface is represented explicitly by some parameterization but we
will not focus on the specific method used to construct the parameterization. Instead
we simply assume information from the surface parameterization is readily available
and thus use the output from some surface representation method to generate the
grid which will cover a piece of the surface.
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Figure 2-1: Two different parameterizations for the hyperboloid of one sheet.
Let a surface be given by the parameterization
r = r(u, v) :R 2 - R3
where u, v are the parameters which vary within a certain domain, and r is a vec-
tor function which determines the shape of the surface. As mentioned above, it is
important to note that the same surface can be represented with many different pa-
rameterizations; that is, two different parameterization ri(ui, vi) and r 2(U2, v2) could
describe the same surface. An example of this is shown in figure 2-1 in which two
different parameterizations representing the hyperboloid of one sheet are presented.
The present work assumes that the following derivatives is well-defined and hence,
can be computed analytically or numerically using
= Or(u, v) Or(u, v)
r- , r,= =
au OV
02r(u,v) 02r(u,v) 82r(u,v)
ru= = --v2 , v = oov (2.1)
and similarly for third order derivatives.
The surface is denoted regular if the quantities ru, rv are linearly dependent over
the entire surface, which ensures that the surface r is smooth and that ru x rv is
nonzero at all points. This is an important feature of a surface and will be important
in the context of surface grids as well, thus this quality of the given parameterization
will be assumed satisfied.
At a given point r(u, v), the vectors re, r, are tangent to the surface and form a
tangent plane. The unit surface normal in this point is normal to the tangent plane
and is thus defined in the following manner
n = ru x r. (2.2)|ru x rvl
It can be shown that this normal is the same for any parameterization of the regular
surface up to a sign. Let r(u, v) describe a surface and f(ii, 13) be a re-parameterization
of r(u, v). In [6] a bijective smooth map < (D , ) --+ (u, v) is introduced as the re-
parameterization map. The Jacobian matrix is defined as
(Bu Bu
J(<D) - af av (2.3)
Dv Dv
By the chain rule the following is found
Ou Ov Du ovfu -- r + ~r, E = -ru + -rv
such that ( Du = v au r rx .
fu ie rftaixr(9) .
Introducing the Jacobian matrix, we obtain the following relation between the two
parameterizations of the surface
ii x iE = det(J(<D))ru x rv . (2.4)
The normal for the reparameterized surface can now be shown to be the same as the
normal of the original parameterization
ruj x i det(J(<b))r, x r, ru x r, _
rF u x ifj I | det(J(<b))ru x rH ||ru x r -
Similarly, a curve is in some cases a subset of R3 which locally looks like a piece
of R, and it may be described by a parameterization, -y(t). It is relevant here since at
any given point on our surface, we can imagine an infinite number of curves passing
through it in all directions. For our surface toolbox we thus need to define the arc-
length of a curve
s(t) = J ||( <)df (2.5)
where s(t) is the length from the point -y(to) to ^1(t). Analogous to regularity of a
surface, a curve is regular if it doesn't have any singular points, i.e .:(t) # 0 Vt. For
any regular curve, we can find a parameterization describing it with unit-speed, in
other words ,i(t) is a unit vector Vt. If we are given a unit-speed parameterization of
a curve, the curvature at the point -y(t) is
K = || (t)|| . (2.6)
Otherwise, if the parameterization is regular but not unit-speed the curvature is given
by
x =(2.7)
2.2 Overview of Differential Geometry
For later use, it is useful define some intrinsic quantities of the surface; intrinsic
referring to the fact that they are quantities pertaining to the surface, not the sur-
face representation, and thus so remain the same no-matter which representation we
choose. One such quantity could be the curvature, but before going into specifics we
must define some other important quantities.
The so-called first fundamental form of a surface is related to distances and angles
and is represented in the following manner
E F
=(F G
where E, F, G are computed using the first partial derivatives of r as
E =ru -ru, F =ru -rv, G = rv-rv . (2.8)
Relations for arc-length, surface area and angles between curves in the surface can be
constructed using only these terms.
The second fundamental form of a surface contains information about how a sur-
face curves and is represented in the following manner
L M
M N)
where L, M, N are computed using the second partial derivatives
L=ruu*n, M=ruv-n, N=rv,.n (2.9)
in which the normal n is defined by (2.2).
Together the first and second fundamental forms of a surface describe important
intrinsic quantities such as the principal curvatures, the Gaussian curvature and the
mean curvature.
Imagine once again an infinite number of curves passing through the surface at a
single point P from all directions. If we were to calculate the curvatures of all of these
curves (by (2.6) if unit-speed, otherwise (2.7)), we could determine the maximum and
the minimum values of the set of these curvatures. These two values are denoted the
principal curvatures li, r12 of the surface at the given point. They are intrinsic to
the surface and thus independent of the chosen parameterization. The principal
curvatures Ki, K2 are the roots of the following quadratic equation
det(F 1 1 - F = 0
which implies
det(F 1 F1 1 - =I) 0.
The principal curvatures are thus the eigenvalues of F7'F 11 , which is known as the
Weingarten matrix, W, of the surface. The eigenvectors corresponding to each eigen-
value are denoted the principal vectors and are tangent vectors pointing in the di-
rection of the surface of principal curvature, , or K2. Here we choose i to be the
maximum value, Ki ;> i2. Note that in some instances Ki and K2 are equal, in which
case the curvature is constant in all directions, and the point P is called an umbilic
point.
In [6] it is shown that a re-parameterization i of a parameterization r has first and
second fundamental forms J = JF 1  and ,11 = iJTF1 1 J, where the sign is deter-
mined by that of of det(J), with J = J(<D) is the Jacobian of the re-parameterization
map as given in (2.3). The principal curvatures of i are thus the roots of
det(ekJF - ) 0 dJ- kJTF J) = 0 < det(±F1 1 - RF) = 0
since J(<b) is invertible. This means that the principal curvatures R of i are the same
as K of r up to a sign, which is given by the sign of the determinant of the Jacobian.
Two related intrinsic quantities are the Gaussian curvature K and the mean cur-
vature H, defined by, respectively,
K =KK 2 = LN - M
2
EG-F 2
1 EN - 2FM+GL
2 2(EG - F 2 )
Given that the principal curvatures are the same for any parameterization up to a
sign, the Gaussian curvature stays the same while the mean curvature may change
sign for different parameterizations.
If we compute K and H first through the first and second fundamental forms, the
principal curvatures may be found by
,1=H+ VH 2 -K
K2 =H - /H 2 - K. (2.10)
The Gaussian curvature K is thus an intrinsic quantity of a surface and remains
the same for any parameterization of the surface. The surface normal N, principal
curvatures, Ki, K2, and mean curvature, H, are similarly intrinsic parameters but only
up to a sign.
Given the principal curvatures, where ri > K2, we can find the curvature1 along
a curve in the surface in any direction by
K = ,i cos2 9 + K2 sin2 9 (2.11)
where 9 is the angle between the tangent vector of the curve, ', and the principal
vector corresponding to K1.
2.3 Surface Grid Setup and Terminology
From this point on it is assumed that a surface parameterization r(u, v) as the descrip-
tion of a certain surface is given from some external Geometry Engine; this could be
either analytically or numerically through splines or other numerical surface represen-
tation methods. We assume that with this surface parameterization, the derivatives
in (2.1) are also readily available.
'Specifically this is the normal curvature r.. The curvature of a curve is given by K2 2 + 72
where ,9 is the geodesic curvature. If the curve lies in a normal section of the surface, the geodesic
curvature vanishes and r, = ±. This will be the relevant case in the grid context.
This information will be handed on to our Grid Engine, which then constructs
a grid on a part of the surface using the information from the external Geometry
Engine. Other geometry construction engines might provide more information, but
we will assume the minimum is known in order to increase the generality of our Grid
Engine.
Most real-life surfaces cannot be constructed using only one surface parameter-
ization. Instead we build them up using a collection of pieces of various surface
parameterizations. In the grid generation process, we thus need to construct a grid
on each of these pieces, which we in the grid generation setting will refer to as surface
patches.
Each patch will be specified by an index s which refers to information (such as
location and edges) about the piece of the r(u, v) surface on which the patch sits. Its
grid lines lie in a structured grid with dimensions I, J and are enclosed by the four
edges of the patch. These four edges may lie along constant surface parameters u or
v or be along a path in the surface u(t), v(t), as illustrated in figure 2-2.
The grid points are the intersections of grid lines and each one is uniquely defined
by a pair i, j. The grid on the surface r(u, v) is thus given by the points rij, where
i = 1...I,j = 1...J.
r(u,v
Figure 2-2: Surface patch sketch
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Chapter 3
Elliptic Surface Grid Generation
For any given geometry, there is no unique, "perfect" grid which optimizes the approx-
imation for all solution methods, but several grids can be found that are considered
good-quality grids. The desired qualities of a grid were discussed in section 1.2 and
are general for most solution methods. Many grid generators have been designed to
attempt to determine a good grid with all or most of thee qualities, and they all
have their advantages and disadvantages in terms of speed and cost of construction,
quality, and geometry capabilities. By far the strongest structured grid generator
used today is elliptic grid generation which relies on the solution of elliptic partial
differential equations as a way of finding the location of the grid points. Algebraic
grid generation, which uses simple interpolation between the edges of a domain in the
surface, is faster but the resulting grids are often non-smooth grids and have over-
lapping grid lines [10]. Elliptic grid generation on the other hand produces smooth,
non-overlapping grids. Furthermore, unlike hyperbolic grid generation, elliptic grid
generation is more flexible when it comes to complicated geometries and boundaries.
In this chapter we will derive the most widely used elliptic partial differential equa-
tions employed in 2D grid generation and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
The crux of this thesis follows with the application of these PDEs to curved surfaces in
order to create surface grids. Furthermore, we will explore ways of designing control
functions for the surface grid.
The elliptic PDEs are usually solved by iterative methods in which an algebraic
1 3 1 3 El E2 3
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Figure 3-1: Mapping from the computational domain to the physical domain.
grid is used as an initial grid. The actual method of solving these governing equations
and creating the grids will be explained in chapter 4.
3.1 Standard 2D Elliptic Grid Generation
In structured grid generation the main goal is to construct a surjective map' from a
rectangular computational domain, C, to a physical domain, D, with sides Ei, E2 , E3 , E4 ,
as depicted in figure 3-1.
Hence we seek the map
f : C --> D ( , q) E C, (x, y) E D
where f((, y) = [x, y] such that x = x( , TI), y = y((, y). As mentioned, the indices of
the grid nodes are denoted i, j where i = 1...I increases along the direction while
j = 1...J increases along q.
The general idea is that it is relatively simple to compute for the grid nodes in
the computational domain as opposed to the physical domain. Hence if we have a
mapping between the two domains, we can obtain a grid in the computational domain
and then map it back to the physical domain.
'The surjective property refers to the fact that points in C can map to the same point in D,
which for instance would be the case if one of the edges in D is a point. However generally in this
work, we try to avoid these singular points.
To visualize this, consider a sub-method of algebraic grid generation called trans-
finite interpolation (TFI). In this method a regular mesh is constructed in the com-
putational space and mapped to the physical domain, essentially by performing one-
dimensional interpolations between the opposing edges combined into the complete
grid using Boolean sums. This method will be adopted later as an initial "rough"
grid to initiate our elliptic grid generation technique.
3.1.1 Thompson's Equation
An initial grid such as the algebraic grid covers a physical region but needs to be
redistributed to obtain a grid of better quality. Thompson et. al. [9] found that the
Poisson equations were capable of smoothing an initial grid in a way that created a
good, smooth and non-overlapping grid. The Poisson equations should be applied in
the physical space but using the above-mentioned mapping approach, we find that it
is easier to solve this equation in the computational domain.
The governing grid equations in the physical domain, D, are thus the Poisson
equations
V 2 p
VS = Q (3.1)
where the manually-specified P and Q are some functions included to control the grid
lines and the grid node bunching. In order to invert these equations into equations
in the computational C-space, the derivatives , 7y y, r  need to be written in
terms of x g, x, yo , etc.
Let us write out the derivatives of (, i as
d- = dx + 2dy ( d _ (dx (3.2)
dr1 = ax dx+ dy d?7 ra, kY dy
Similarly we can obtain the x, y derivatives as
dx =!dLx + xd
dy = d< + 2d7
By the inverse of the matrix M
yJ
one can obtain a second expression for [d, dq]'
-1d{ x xq dx 1 yq -x \ dx
d) y yn dy det(J) ( -yg xg dy (3.3)
where det(J) = xey, - xy . Equating (3.2) and (3.3) gives us a relation between
the derivatives:
( G77X 7% 1det(J) yo -x,-y.~ . (3.4)
Differentiating above equation (3.4), one can obtain the second order derivatives,
which are then inserted into (3.1) to give Thompson's equations:
axCg - 2&x, +-yx,,= - J 2(PxC + Qxq) p
ayCC - 2fyg + yynn = - J 2 (Pyg + Qy") q
(3.5.a)
(3.5.b)
where
a = x + y
-y = x~ + y
2= xgx + Yy .
(3.6.a)
(3.6.b)
(3.6.c)
M =
y- ( Y
dx x xn d<
dy y ( y, d77
Using proper boundary conditions and control functions, P, Q, the nonlinear el-
liptic equations in (3.5.a) and (3.5.b) can be solved for x and y to obtain a 2D grid
in the physical space.
Thompson's equations were groundbreaking in the grid generation world and since
his work, it has been known that elliptic PDEs produce some of the best grids in
terms of smoothness and point distribution. However, the specification of the control
functions P, Q has been found to be problem-dependent and difficult to choose, see [8],
and there is a possibility of a local extremum in ((x, y) or q(x, y). Another undesirable
feature is the fact that these type of control functions have global influence on the grid
points and strongly affect the entire grid. A better approach was initiated by Thomas
and Middlecoff [8] who derived a set of equations with control functions that instead
provided local control of the grid points and eliminated the possibility of extrema and
crossovers.
3.1.2 Thomas and Middlecoff Equation
Let us re-specify the source terms, P, Q in terms of two conductivity functions, F, G
P(x, y) = -VF- = -(Fx x + Fyy)
Q(x, y) = -VG V = (Gjx + Gyry)
When this is inserted into the Poisson equations (3.1), we obtain
V 2( = P = -( Fx~x + Fy~y )
V2 q = Q = -(G2nx + Gyny)
which is equivalent to
xx + Fx~x +(yy + Fy~y = 0
nxx + Gx?7x + nyy + Gy(y = 0.
This form of the control functions in terms of directional derivatives eliminates the
possibility of a non-invertible mapping due to local extrema [8], which means that
gridline crossovers are impossible. A negative/positive F will simply decrease/increase
the grid spacing along (, and similarly for G in the q-direction.
Now setting F = ln f and G = Ing, such that for instance F, = -f2, the governing
equation in the computational domain C becomes
(22 + jfx(2 + (yy + f = 0 m (fu) + (f~y), = 0 (3.7)
27xx + gx27x + 7yy + Igyrly =0 # (gx)x + (gny)y = 0 (3.8)
where f, g are positive quantities. If f > 1 (positive F), the spacing is increased
along (, whereas it is decreased if f < 1 (negative F). Similarly, the spacing along 77
is increased with g > 1 and decreased with g < 1. This type of grid control is more
direct and much more local than if P and Q were used instead.
Again, we want the governing equation transformed into an equation in the com-
putational space, C, but now using the f and g terms instead of P and Q. In order
to do that, we will need the following relation which rewrites the derivatives of an
arbitrary function # with respect to x and y in terms of ( an 27 derivatives
-O(x, y) = #= #G + #r/ = [ - yqg] (3.9)Ox
#(zy) = #= # fy + #ogr = [-zq$ + Xzq] (3.10)
where we have used relation (3.4) in the last step.
To obtain Thompson's equations using these new control functions, we must
rewrite P and Q as
P -(Fx x + Fyty) = - X+ fy+y)
- [ynt - Yfv])(Y/J) + -ofe+ Xf 1 ](-Xl/J))
= (ne 
-eYaq +x f - xe - X X7 fn)
=I (a fC - Ofq)
-J 2 fchff)
Q =(Gx x + Gyq,) -- (gx?7x + gy0y)
- ge - ygn])(-Y,/ J) + +-9 +99q](XlJ)
1 (yg + gM)O.J
2 
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Insertion of the above expressions into the right-hand sides of Thompson's equa-
tions (3.5.a) and (3.5.b) gives us the following
1 1
p -J'(PXC + QX7) = 1af- Off)XC + -(-3gC + -g,)x
= a(fexqlf) - B3(fxlf + gx/g) + y(g,/g)
q = -J 2 (Py + Qyn)
= a(feyelf) - 3(fny/f + geny/g) + Y(gnyn/g) -
When p is plugged into (3.5.a), we obtain
a~xC - 2/3xC, + 'yx,,. = p =:
fg(axC - 2Qxen + '-yx) = agfexq - /(gf7xC + f gex) + V fgqx
ag(fxC - flxe) - 0(2fgxq + gfqx + f gx) + ,yf(gxq - gx.) =0
Similarly, we can derive this for the second of Thompson's equations by insertion of
q derived in terms of f and g .
The transformed equations in C are finally
RX = ag(fx04 + O[g(fx4),q + f(gxq)] + f(gx>n, = 0
.(3.11)
RY -- ag(fyg)4 + #[g(fyj) + f(gyq)C] + 'f(gyq)n = 0
With a certain choice of forcing functions f, g we can force point bunching in specific
local regions. Later on, we will design these functions so they can be specified auto-
matically through the curvature of the surface, thus providing concentration of grid
points in the regions of larger curvature.
3.1.3 Boundary Conditions
At the boundaries of the domain, it is important to avoid large shearing of the grid
lines, and hence boundary equations and control functions f, g need to be consistent
with the interior grid near the edge. An approach to design control functions in
the interior region and boundaries of a surface is explained in section 3.3. Along a
constant 7 boundary, there is only variation in and the equations (3.11) thus reduce
to
(fx ) = 0 (3.12.a)
(fyO = 0 (3.12.b)
which are ordinary differential equations that determine the position of the grid nodes
along the 7 boundary grid line.
Along the constant ( boundaries, we similarly have
(gx), = 0 (3.13.a)
(gy) = 0 (3.13.b)
To ensure that we are solving along the boundary, the above equations need to be pro-
jected onto the boundary tangent directions (xe, y ) and (x,, yQ). The final equations
for the constant 71 and ( boundaries are then
R x ( fx) + y(f = 0 (3.14)
R, = n(ghX)n + yn(gyn), = 0
The above equations define the spacing between the points on the edges. However,
we also need an equation for each boundary which ensures that the grid points stay
on the edge. That is, we need to simultaneously solve an equation that describes the
boundary line, say an equation b(x, y) = b(x(u, v), y(u, v)) = 0. The choice of this
additional equation will be explained when we discuss the specific implementation in
chapter 4.
3.2 Application to Curved Surfaces
Let a surface be defined by the parameterization r(u, v). The surface grid is then
specified by the two functions u( , 71), v( , q), such that the cartesian position of grid
node (, 7 is r((, q) = r(u( ,q), v(,,q)) - ri. In surface grid generation the goal
is therefore to determine u((, r), v( , 17) for all (, i1 in the computational domain in
a way that renders a good-quality grid in the physical space. In other words, the
grid process is to map from computational space, C, to parametric space, P, to the
physical domain, D, as illustrated in figure 3-2.
3.2.1 Parameterization-Dependent Grid Generation
Realizing that the mapping from P to D is known through the geometry engine,
the most common approach is to use two-dimensional elliptic grid generation in the
parametric space, i.e. apply equations (3.11) to u((, r), v((, i) in the parametric
space, and then map to the physical space through r(u((, r), v( , r)), see [3][101.
However, this the requires definition of good control functions that relate to the
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Figure 3-2: Mapping from computational domain to parametric space to the physical
space.
physical space.
The main advantage of this approach is that one is certain that the nodes remain
on the surface, but the grid might not necessarily be a good one in the physical space,
especially for curves of high curvature, see [2][10][11].
3.2.2 Parameterization-Independent Grid Generation
Here we propose an alternative approach to elliptic surface grid generation. The
idea is now to apply the 2D elliptic grid generation directly to the physical space, as
opposed to the parametric space. This will be done by realizing that a small piece of
the surface is essentially flat and can thus be treated with the 2D equations.
In the close vicinity of grid node ((, r) at position r(u, v) = r(u( , r), v( , ij))
r((, g), the surrounding nodes form a flat piece, given that the grid is fine enough
with respect to its curvature. In the second-order accurate finite-difference scheme,
this flat piece will consist of 9 nodes in a 3 x 3 stencil.
At each grid node we construct a local cartesian system consisting of three carte-
sian basis vectors, ex, ey, ex. The unit vector ex is chosen to be parallel to the u
coordinate line, ez is taken normal to the surface, and ey is then the vector normal
to the two former vectors such that ex, ey, ez form a right-handed coordinate system.
The basis vectors are thus computed in the following way
ru
ex =
ex = ru x r" (3.15)
Iru x rvl
ey = ez x ex
where ru, rv are the derivatives of the parametric surface obtained from the external
geometry engine.
When we project the physical coordinates of the nodes in the 3 x 3 stencil to
this local coordinate system, the coordinate in the z-direction will be negligible, such
that we can approximately say ri(ii),j(±1) = xi(±1),j(±1)ex + yi(±1),j(±1)ey. Note that
this is exact only in the middle i, j node from where the common basis (3.15) is
centered. Dotting with the basis vectors, we obtain the stencil coordinates in the new
coordinate system
i(1),j(1) = ri(±1),j(1) (eij
yi( :1),j(:1) =ri(±1),j( 1L) '(eylis (3.16)
where
ri(±1),j(±1) = r(ui(±1),j(±1), Vi(±1),j(±1))
This is illustrated in figure 3-3.
The residual equations will therefore be solved at each flat piece, i.e. at each 3 x 3
stencil for each node i, j
(Rx)ij = Rx ( x(r(u, v)), y(r(u, v)) ) where u = u((, r), v = v( , 77)
and similarly for Ry. These equations are local and only depend on the 9 stencil u, v
Figure 3-3: Projection of the physical coordinates r = (xp, yp, z,) to the local cartesian
system for each 3 x 3 stencil.
values centered around node i, j
(R2)ij = R(ui(±1),j(±1), vi(±1),j(±1)) = 0 (3.17.a)
(Ry)ij = Ry (ui(±1),j(±1), vi(±1),j(±1)) = 0 . (3.17.b)
The process of evaluating the residuals Rx, Ry in (3.11) at each node is as follows:
1. Determine computational domain, (, 7 (arbitrary) for i = 1...I, j = 1.. .J.
2. Obtain u(6, i), v( , n) for each node.
3. Evaluate r(u, v) and its derivatives.
4. Construct local basis vectors ex, ey, ez at each (inner) grid node using (3.15),
such that each node has its own local cartesian system.
5. Form the (x, y)-values of the 3 x 3 stencils using the basis vectors through
expression (3.16). The basis vectors of the stencil's middle node is used for the
entire stencil. By doing so, we assume that the 3 x 3 stencil is approximately
flat in the physical space.
6. Assemble the finite differences to evaluate the residuals Rx, R, in equation (3.11)
at node i, j by using x and y values of the 3 x 3 stencil.
.... ...... .....................
This procedure can be followed for i = 2...I - 1, j = 2...J - 2. At the boundaries
(i = 1, i = I, j = 1 or j = J), we need to evaluate the boundary residuals in equation
(3.14) by using the x and y values of the nodes along the constant boundary, while
simultaneously solving an equation which forces the x and y values to stay on the
boundary, b(u, v) = 0. We can simply use the three appropriate nodes from the 3 x 3
stencil bordering the boundary. A more accurate approach would be to set up a basis
system in the middle of a 3 x 1 stencil on the boundary. However, with the former
approach we save implementation steps and labor with only little loss of accuracy.
Following the method described above, the final grid will be parameterization-
independent, since the residual equations are expressed in terms of the physical
coordinates as opposed to the parametric coordinates. Hence, if we had chosen a
completely different parameterization r (ft, i5), rather than r(u, v), that describes the
same surface, the resulting grid nodes rij would be the same.
3.3 Grid Control Based on Intrinsic Properties
In order for our elliptic surface grid generation to be completely parameterization-
independent, we also need intrinsically defined control functions, f, g, which enter the
governing grid equations (3.11) and (3.14).
In section 2.2 it was found that the curvature is one variable which is parameterization-
independent up to a sign. It was found that the principal curvatures, ri, r 2 , at a point
r(u, v) could be computed using (2.10). From (2.11) the curvature at a point can be
found in any direction. The expressions are repeated here for ease
r(A; u, v) = ri cos 2 (A - A,) + '2 sin2 (A _ )
where
K1 = H + VH 2 - K
K2 = H -VH2 -2 K .
Note that 0 = A - A, is the angle between the tangent vector in the desired direction
and the principal vector ti corresponding to r1. The principal vector is computed
from the eigenvector v = (vI, v2) of the Weingarten matrix corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue Ki as explained in section 2.2. The eigenvector needs to be
projected onto the cartesian system to obtain the principal vector ti = viru + v2rv.
If curvature is to be used as an intrinsic parameter, it must be computed in the
same direction for any surface parameterization. We decide to use the curvatures
along the ( and 7 directions
te(u, v) = i cos 2 (A - A) + -2 sin 2(A - A,)
r%(u, v) = I cos2(An - A,) + 2 sin 2 (An - A,)
where the angles of the directions can be computed as
A(u, v) = arctan
x I)
A. (u, v) = arctan
The angles AC and An are the angles between the ( and 77 grid lines, respectively, and
ex, just as the angle of the principal direction was relative to r" = ex.
Another intrinsic parameter is the arc length along the grid lines between the
surface edges. Using equation (2.5) one can obtain an expression for the arc length
of a curve -y which coincides with the gridlines of ( and 77 as, respectively,
rcmax fCmax 
-
g= ||in I( )||d*=jxn + yCd (3.18.a)
O~min ..min
fl/max "max
fn= || (n)||d = x2 + y2dq. (3.18.b)
min fmin
An expression for the control functions based on the two intrinsic parameters
above can thus be designed
f(u,v) =1 + CQI~e l IaC (3.19.a)
g(u, v) =1 + C'|er"qja . (3.19.b)
We use absolute values since the curvature can be either positive or negative depend-
ing on the parameterization. Furthermore, in the grid setting only the absolute value
matters since we desire grid bunching at large curvatures whether the surface curves
outwards or inwards. If there is no curvature in one direction, that is ig = 0 or
K, = 0, then f or g will equal one, which gives equidistant spacing. The weighting
constants and exponents used above determine how much influence the curvature has
on the control functions and how much the variation in curvature and grid length
matters. They can be set manually depending on the desired grid bunching and they
should be chosen in the ranges
0.0 < C, C < 0.2
0.1 a , a. 0.5. (3.20)
Large deviation from these ranges will in most cases results in the elliptic grid equa-
tions being numerically unsolvable.
The control functions will be evaluated using finite differences for each grid point
using the 3 x 3 stencil. For the boundary equations in (3.14), we only need the
specific control function which moves the grid point along the grid line, i.e. f along
a constant n line and g along a constant boundary. However, even though g is
unnecessary for the boundary equations along a constant q boundary, it is needed for
the interior residual equations near the boundaries. We therefore need to compute
it with forward/backward differences along the edges, and likewise for f along the
constant boundary.
When two patches on a surface of an object share an edge but have different
curvatures, we will be able to compute two different pairs of control functions for the
shared edge, one for each surface. Since it is desired in this work for the two patches
to share grid points along the edge, it is necessary to define common control functions
along this specific edge. The common control functions should be chosen such that
the grid points along the edge avoid as much grid shearing as possible on both patch
grids. They should thus take both surfaces into account, and one approach could be
a weighted average of the computed control functions from the two patches
f = wif 1 + w2f 2 for a constant rq edge (3.21)
g = w1g1 + w2g2 for a constant edge (3.22)
where wi, w2 are some weight functions that sum to one and determine how much
influence the curvature of surface 1 versus that of surface 2 has on the distribution of
the grid points along the edge. Here, fi, gi and f2, g2 are the control functions along
the shared edge of surface 1 and 2, respectively.
The choice of the weight functions wi, w2 will be highly dependent on the two
adjacent surface patches. In order to automate the determination of the control
functions, it would be necessary to determine some metric that can measure the
grid shearing at the shared edge for each patch and implement some method which
minimizes this through a proper choice of weighting functions. This is left as future
work, and in the computational code implemented for the present work, the weighting
functions are chosen manually depending on the surface patches.
Chapter 4
Implementation of the Surface
Grid Generator
The present chapter details the implementation of the parameterization independent
grid generator and gives guidelines for coding the approach described in the previous
chapters.
4.1 Parameterization Setup
In order to test out our grid generator we need to create a prototype for an external
geometry engine. This is done by using common analytical parameterizations and
computing their derivatives analytically; this was done by using the symbolic Maple
package in MATLAB. Hence, given a pair u, v for a certain choice of parameteriza-
tion, our geometry engine will return r and its derivatives ru, rv, ruv, etc. Our code is
implemented with the capability of receiving rows of u, v pairs and returning corre-
sponding rows of physical coordinates and derivatives. This leaves us with the option
of computing physical parameters for an entire surface patch.
As explained previously, a patch is a piece of a surface which is uniquely described
by an index s. In our code this index will refer to information about the patch, such
as the domain of the parametric space, i.e. the range of the u, v's contained in the
patch. In particular, information about u, v on each of the four patch edges can be
obtained given s, and from this one can find the u, v's corresponding to the interior
region.
An edge will be described through an equation b(u, v) = 0, as mentioned in
section 3.1.3. A first step is to look at a patch which has constant u along two
of its opposing edges and constant v along the other two edges, in which case the
edge equations specify u and v as constants. Between the edges the values of u, v
increase monotonically, and thus given these parameters u, v across the surface patch,
we can obtain the physical coordinates, r(u, v).
Next, we need a functionality such that the edges of the surface patches are not
necessarily along constant u, v. This is achieved by letting the edges be specified
through the intersection with other surfaces. The reason to this approach is that in
a case where we are generating a grid over a complex geometry, the various patches
will intersect each other across the entire surface. An example of this is the intersec-
tion between an aircraft's wing and fuselage. Furthermore, this functionality allows
intersection edges to be created with the use of "assisting surfaces" even though this
will never be part of the full grid.
For a patch s, we thus define a vector e(s) = [ei, e2, e3 , e4] which indicates the
type of edges for n = 1, 2, 3, 4: constant u (en = 1, where n indicates the edge index),
constant v (en = 2), or intersection edge (en= 3). A corresponding vector einfo(s)
contains the necessary matching information for the edge n, e.g. if e" = 1 it contains
the value of the constant u, or the value of the constant v if en = 2. If e, = 3 it points
to the surface si that intersects s along edge n. These two vectors are contained in
our MATLAB function surf inf o. m for each surface patch s.
The MATLAB function rsevl2d.m returns r, r, r, ru for each pair u, v of a
surface s. Note that here we implemented it such that rsevl2d. m and surf inf o. m
use a common s. This approach is simple to implement to test out cases, but requires
a bit more manual labor if many geometries are tested. Hence for a more automated
code we suggest defining a surface index s to be used in rsevl2d. m and a patch index
p to point to the information about the specific patch (e(p), einfo(p) and surface
parameterization s). Our simple prototype for external grid geometry engine thus
consists of two functions, patchinf o.m and rsevl2d.m.
4.2 Initial Solution
In order to use the elliptic grid generation method, we need an initial guess of what a
grid on the surface might look like. This is done with algebraic grid generation because
it is relatively fast; specifically we implemented transfinite interpolation (TFI) in the
MATLAB function initSol.m.
This function should be able to interpret the information from the external geom-
etry engine and create a grid on a desired patch. It uses the edge information to find
the corner points. Note that there are three types of corner points. If the adjacent
edges of the corner are constant with u = uo and v = vo, respectively, then the corner
point is simply (uo, vo). If however one of the adjacent edges is intersection edges, the
following system needs to be solve for u1, v1, u 2, v2J i(U, v1) - x2 (u2, v2) 0
ri(ul, vi) - r2 (U2, v2) = 0 y1 (U, vi) - y2 (U2 , v 2 ) = 0 (4.1)
z1(ui, v1) - z2(U2, v2) = 0
where the subscripts refer to the parameters and physical coordinates of the surfaces
si and s 2. Since one edge is constant, one of the values u1 ,v 1 ,u 2 or v2 is already
known. The system of three equations and three unknowns is solved iteratively in a
similar manner as for the elliptic grid and will be described later in section 4.3.2.
Finally, if both adjacent edges are intersection edges, the values of U1 , v1, u2, v2, u3, v3
are found by solving the following system
ri(ui, vi) - r2 (U2 , v 2 ) = 0
r2(U2, v2) - r3(Ua, v3) = 0 (4.2)
where subscripts 1,2,3 refer to the parameters and physical coordinates of the surfaces
si, s2 and s3 , respectively. This is a system of six equations and six unknowns which
will be solved iteratively.
Once the u, v values of the corner points are found, we proceed to finding the
edges. As mentioned previously, there are three types of edges. The two first types
(with constant u or v), the edges can be found by simple interpolation of the non-
constant parameter. If on the other hand the edge is an intersection edge, we need
an equation to ensure that the points remain on the intersection, i.e. b(u, v) = 0, and
an equation that describes the spacing between the points. We choose to solve the
following system along the edge
ri(ui, vi) - r2 (U2, v 2) = 0 (4.3)
(ui)(ui) + (vi)(vi) = 0 (4.4)
where ( is the direction along the intersection. The first equation (4.3) above is
the edge equation b(u, v) = 0. The second equation (4.4) is the spacing equation,
which is simply the 2D boundary equation (3.14) solved for u, v for constant spacing
f = 1, g = 1 everywhere. This system will again be solved iteratively.
Now that the points along each of the edges are set, we can use transfinite interpo-
lation to find the inner region. In our code we chose to use the following formulation
from [1]
u(i, j) =[1 - r(i, j)] u(1, j) + r(i, j) u(I, j) + [1 - s(i, j)] u(i, 1)
+ S(i, j) u(i, J) - [1 - r(i, j)] [1 - s(i, j)] u(1, 1)
- r(i,.j) [1 - s(i, j)] u(I, 1) - [1 - r(i, j)] s(i, j) u(1, J)
- r(i, j) s(i, j) u(I, J)
v(i, j) =[1 - r(i, j)] v(1, j) + r(i, j) v(I, j) + [1 - s(i, j)] v(i, 1)
+ s(i, j) v(i, J) - [1 - r(i, j)] [1 - s(i, j)] v(1, 1)
- r(i,j) j1 - s(i, J v(I, 1) - [1 - r(i, j)] s(i, j) V(1, J)
r(i, j) s(i, j) v(I, J) (4.5)
where the known u, v values along the edges are used.
As mentioned previously, algebraic grid generation gives us an easy and fast
method for obtaining a grid, but the resulting grid can be of low quality. For this
reason the above TFI grid is used as an initial solution for our elliptic grid. In our
elliptic grid code we have chosen to compute the edges first with an elliptic bound-
ary equation and these values are then used as Dirichlet conditions for the elliptic
equations in the inner region.
Despite this nice simplification of the code structure, this approach does have its
weaknesses. Most importantly, we discovered that for some cases we needed a better
initial condition. Let us say TFI creates an initial grid which is far from the final grid
in physical space; the edges will then be computed first and render a grid with edges
highly skewed from the interior grid. This will break down the interior grid method.
To solve this issue, the edges and interior should be computed at the same time
in the elliptic grid generation and, ideally, all the patches with shared edges should
be computed at the same time. However, whenever we notice this weakness, we
approach with a simple ad-hoc fix and compute instead the edges of the initial grid
with the elliptic boundary equations on the physical coordinates (as opposed to on
the parametric coordinates in (4.4) or by interpolation of u or v), and then the interior
region is interpolated between these values with TFI. That is, the initial grid is a TFI
grid with edges computed using elliptic grid generation. This will be slightly slower
but more stable.
4.3 Elliptic PDE Solution Procedure
The set of nonlinear elliptic equations in (3.11) and the equations in (3.14) can be
solved with various iterative methods, e.g. Jacobi method, Gauss-Seidel, or Successive
Over-Relaxation. All require an initial solution which is sufficiently close to the actual
solution. In this work, we have chosen to use the multi-dimensional Newton method
in which we linearize the equations and use the algebraic grid as an initial solution.
4.3.1 Boundary Conditions
As noted above in section 4.2, the elliptic grid generation method is implemented here
in such a way that the grid nodes on the boundaries are computed first and next used
as Dirichlet conditions for the generation of the interior grid. This approach works
since the boundary conditions in (3.14) are ordinary differential equations dependent
only on the nodes on the boundary, not on the interior.
On the boundaries, we therefore solve for uji, vij for i or j constant. The two
equations to be solved are a spacing equation from (3.14) and an edge equation
b(u, v) = 0, which ensures the grid points fall on the edge. As described when
generating the edges of the initial grid, the edge equation can be one of the following
three options
e, = 1 : u = o b(u,v) =U - U = 0
en = 2: v = vo b(u,v) =v -vo = 0
en =3: ri(ui, vi) = r2(U2, v2) z. b(u, v) = r(ui, vi) - r2(u2, v2) = 0
where n is the edge number and the subscripts in the last line refer to surface 1 and
surface 2 at an intersection edge. The governing equations for each grid point i on
the constant r/ grid edge (j = 1 or j = J) are thus
(R ) i(usii , viij) = 0 (4.6.a)
b(ni, vi) = 0 (4.6.b)
and similarly for a constant ( edge for the node j for i = 1 or i = I.
The residual in (4.6.a) given by equation (3.14) is computed using the finite dif-
ference method described in section 3.2.2 but restricted to the 3 stencil points on
the edge under consideration. However, a problem arises in the the first derivatives,
xg, y, zT, yq, when there is an inflection point due to the finite differences. There is
therefore the possibility that the boundary tangent vector (xz, y ) or (x,, y,) points
in the opposite direction. This issue is resolved by computing the first derivatives in
a way that avoids finite differences, as follows.
If the boundary is a constant u or v edge, the boundary tangent is proportional
to r, or r,, respectively, and in equation (3.14) proportionality is sufficient. Thus to
obtain x, ye or x,, y,, one needs to simply project these to the local cartesian system
by dotting with e, and ey.
When the boundary is an intersection edge, ru and r, are no longer directed in the
tangent direction. Instead a tangent-directional vector is computed by performing the
cross product of the normals of the two intersecting planes, ni and n2. This vector
is then projected to the local cartesian system.
For the three types of edges, the tangent directions are thus
e" = 1 : x=ru-ex, yC=ru-ey
e,,= 2: x = rv -ex, y = rv -ey
en = 3: X = (ni x n 2) -ex, y = (ni x n2) -ey
where ni is the normal to surface 1 and n 2 is the normal to surface 2.
Note that the above will not represent a problem for the interior region since the
first derivatives in equations (3.11) are all squared and necessarily positive.
The system of equations (4.6.a)-(4.6.b) is solved by using an iterative method
applied to a linearization of the two equations; this is described in detail next for
the linearized equations of the two interior equations (3.11). It is straightforwardly
applied to the boundary in a similar manner.
4.3.2 Inner Region
We are seeking zero residual Rx = 0, RY = 0 in the entire interior region of the surface
patch, as given in (3.11). In our finite difference scheme this corresponds to
R2(ui(±1),j(± 1), vi(± 1),j(± 1)) = 0 (4.7.a)
Ry(ui(±i),(±i), Vi(+1),j(+1)) = 0 (4.7.b)
for all u, v; in other words the residual equations must be satisfied for each 3 x 3
stencil. For clarity we will from this point on let u, v represent the 9 values of the
3 x 3 stencil, Ui(ii),j(±1), Vi(±),j(±1). First we linearize the equations about the stencil:
B9R2(u, v) OR2(u, v)6R.(u + 6u, v + 6v) = R2(u, v) + Mu + Mv + H.O.T
Ry(u + 6u, y + 6v) = + Ry (u, v) 6 u + MRo(u, v) 6v + H.O.T . (4.8)Ru av
On the right-hand side the partial derivatives with respect to u and v signify a term for
the partial derivative with respective to each point in the stencil, ui(±i),j(±1), Vi(±1),j(±1),
and hence the right-hand sides will contain 19 terms. If u', v is the solution at some
iteration level o, then the solution at the next iteration level will be
uo+1 = u0 + 6u"
vr+1 =v + vo .
The residual at the next iteration is
R"+1 (u', v) = R.(u + 6u, v + 6v),
and we are seeking the 6u and 6v that set these to zero. Neglecting the higher order
terms in (4.8), the equations to be solved become
OR2(u, v)6  BR2(~)~ R(u,va~ (l o u + o~ uV v = -R2(u, v)
au Ov
R(u,v) 6 u + Y(uV) 6v = -Ry(u, v), (4.9)
au av
Since we are neglecting higher order terms, the residuals at the next iteration level will
not be zero, but as the process is repeated the solution should converge quadratically
to the correct solution, starting from a sufficiently accurate initial solution.
In the finite difference scheme, we will thus have a set of these equations (4.9)
for each grid node (i, j), which are computed using the 9 values in the stencil. The
right-hand side of (4.9) is found through the procedure of evaluating the residual
described in section 3.2.2. To determine the derivatives of the residual it is simplest
to use the chain rule
R = (ag(f x) + [g(fx )n+ f(gx?)] + ,f(gxq),)
auij an
= aui g( f x ) + ag(f (xug ) + , [g(f x), + f (gxo) C]
+ #[g(f (xu) 7 + f (g(xuj),)] + -y,jf(gx,),) + yf (g(xu ),),) (4.10)
and similarly for derivatives with respect to u±i,j±1 and vi(+1),j(+1). For stability
f, g have been assumed fixed, but in certain situations with large variations, the
derivatives of f and g can be included to increase the rate of convergence. Omitting
the (i +1, j ± 1) subscripts for clarity, we find using the definition of a, f, -y in (3.6.a)-
(3.6.c)
au = 2xn(x)n + 2 yn(yu)n
7, = 2xt(n) + 2yC(yu)
3u = xQgz + ygyq . (4.11)
The derivatives of xu, x, yu, yv of x and y with respect to and i above and in (4.10)
are to be obtained using finite differences. In order to do this, we need to evaluate
xu, xv, yu, yv for each stencil point, where u, v correspond to 9 stencil values uj(+1),j(L).
The finite differences are then applied using these values. Due to the definition of
x, y in (3.16), the derivatives of the 9 x-values in the stencil with respect to the 9
u-values are
Xi(±1),j(±1) =i (exlij
thus
xrij _ Orj 
_ 
_(ex)ij
O - - (e0)ij ± r 3 -
Oui±1,j±18x= 0~ 1 ±
Oxi±i,±i O(ex)ij
Bi 1,i (ex)ij (4.12)
and likewise with respect to v; similar expressions are written for y. Note that the
local basis vectors only have derivatives with respect to the middle point in the
stencil,(i, j), since it was defined using this point. Using the definition of the basis
vectors in (3.15), we find the derivatives
O(ex)_ (ruu _ r ru ru r
Sr | -_|r | ( u * ru)au \jrul,/ Iru Ir U2 -r Irul Ir 1
o(ez) (ru x rv \ (r x r)u r x r
au |ru||rv| u |ru||rvl| |ru|2r1 2 1 v 12
O(ey)
Ou = (ez x ex)u = (ez)u x e , + ez x (e )
where
I|rl= (I r . r), = (ruu - ru)/ru|
(ru x rv)u = ruu x r, + ru x ruv
(|ru||rv|) = |ru|uIrvI + Iru||rv = (ruu - ru)|r±|||ru| + (ruv . rv||ru|||rv|
and the subscripts (i, j) have been dropped for clarity. Similar derivations are per-
formed for derivatives with respect to v. With this final piece of information, we
can calculate the values of the xu and yu of the entire stencil using (4.12) and thus
the derivatives of a, 3, -y in (4.11), and in turn we can evaluate the derivatives of the
residuals in (4.10). Hence, in order to determine the derivatives of R2 and RY with
respect to ui(±1),j(±1), vi(±1),j(±1), all that is needed are the physical coordinates, r, and
their derivatives, r, r u, r rv, ru, which are readily available from the external
geometry engine.
The system (4.9) can now be put into a matrix form which can be solved with
Gaussian block elimination. For this, let us define two (J x 1)-vectors which can be
evaluated along each line i in the system:
Ui,1 (Rx)i,1
vi, 1 (Ru)i, 1
wi = Uiand Ri = 
.
vi,j
vi,J
The block matrix system can thus be written as
Bi Ai
6wi
6w 2
6wi
1 A_ 1  CI-1 wr-1i
B1  A, 6w 1
D
R1
R 2
Rj
R,-
R
(4.13)
where the block structure of the matrices A, B, C will be shown next. With the system
(4.9) put into the block structured form of (4.13), it can be solved by performing
the operation D = M-1 R; this is done using Gaussian block elimination through
MATLAB's backslash operator.
Since Dirichlet conditions are used, A1 = A, = I is simply the identity matrix
and C1 = B, = 0, which corresponds to the Dirichlet conditions along the constant
(Ry)i,j
(Rx)i,j
(Ry)i,i
A1,
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edge. The Dirichlet conditions along the constant r/ boundary are included in the
matrices for i # 1, I, as can be seen in the following. The block structure of Ai for
if 1,1 is
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x xx x x
x x xx x x
x x x x x x
J--1
J
Ai-block structure for i f
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1, I (4.14)
where the interior blocks correspond to
x x x x x x
x x x x x x I Ai
(Rx)Ui,_ 1  (Rx)Vj (R2)u 3, (R)v, 3  (Rx)u,,±1  (R2)vi,,±
Ry)Ui,j-1 (Ry)vi,j_-1 (Ry)ui,j (Ry)v,,j (Ry)ui,j- (Ry)Vi,j(.
(4.15)
j=1
2
The block structure of Bi and Ci for i # 1, I is
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x x
j=1
2
i
J- 1
J
Bi and Ci-block structure
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x xx x) x
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
(4.16)
where the interior block for Bi corresponds to
Sx x x xx x
x x x x x x IB
x x xx x x
x x xx x x
(R2)U, i (Rx) - (Rx),_,,j (Rx),_,,j (Rx), (Rx)(17
(Ry),- _j_ (Ry),- _ _ (Ry)Ui_,, (Ry)Vii,, (Ry)u,_,,, (Ry)v-,l
(4.17)
For Ci, the interior block is instead[ xxx x xx
x xx x xx
-Ci
(Rx)ui+,13  (Rx),+,, 1  (R2)Ui+i,j (R2)i+1,, (Rx)u,+1,j, (R2)Vi±1 ,,+1
(Ry)Uj~,ji (Ry),+ 1,, (Ry)ui,±1  (Ry)Vi.,j (Ry)u,,j+± (Ry)v,±,,j±l
(4.18)
As this illustrates, the matrix M consisting of the blocks Aj, Bi, Ci is highly sparse
and structured, and as such Gaussian elimination will be fast and robust even for
large matrices. Once Gaussian elimination has been performed we can update the
parametric coordinates (u, v) at each grid node, i.e. obtain the parametric coordinates
at the next iteration level through uo+ 1 = u0 + 6ua, v' 1 = v + 6vo.
This process is repeated until convergence, i.e. when the residuals are acceptably
small or have stopped decreasing; here the residuals were required to be of the order
of 10-10. The rate of convergence is quadratic and hence, the procedure is relatively
inexpensive.
Chapter 5
Demonstration of Surface Grids
In this chapter the use of the surface grid generator is demonstrated on various sur-
faces. We first illustrate the desirable properties of standard elliptic grid generation
and the basic capabilities of our surface grid generation code on surfaces with ar-
bitrary edges. Control functions are then added to show how the grid lines can be
controlled manually in desired regions or automatically through the surface curva-
tures. The latter is the implementation of the control functions described in section
3.3.
The main difference between the surface grid generator implemented here and
standard surface generators is the parameterization independence displayed in section
5.3. We demonstrate the quality of parameterization independence of, first, the grid,
and, second, of the automatic control functions.
Finally, a display of grids on various surfaces is given, created using the elliptic
surface grid generator with control functions based on the curvature of the surfaces.
5.1 Standard Elliptic Surface Grid
To illustrate the implementation of the standard elliptic surface grid, we use the
following surface
r(u, v) = (u, v, u2 - v2 ) (5.1)
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Figure 5-1: Initial grid (by TFI) for the surface (5.1). The figure on the right shows
an xy-view of the surface grid.
with edges given by
edge 1 : e= 1 where u = -3
edge 2 : e2= 3 where r(u, v) = r 2 (u2 , v 2 )
edge 3 : e3 = 2 where v = -1
edge 4 : e4= 2 where v = 1
and surface 2 defined by
r 2 (U, v)= (3,0,2) + (0, 0, 1)u + (1, 1, 0)v + h(-1, 1, 0) sin(kv)
for h = 0.3 and k = 4.
This particular surface results in overlapping grid lines when the initial TFI grid
generation method is used, as can be seen in figure 5-1. When the elliptic grid
generation is used with the initial grid we obtain the smooth grid illustrated in figure
5-2, where also the overlapping grid lines are smoothed or 'untangled'.
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Figure 5-2: Final grid (after elliptic smoothing) for the surface (5.1). The figure on
the right shows an xy-view of the surface grid.
5.2 Demonstration of control functions
In this section we will demonstrate usage of the control functions which will allow or
prevent bunching in certain areas of the grid. The code is capable of two types of
control: manual and automatic. When manual control is used, the values of f, g are
specified discretely for all grid nodes i, j. When automatic control is employed the
values of f, g are functions of the location of the grid node on the surface and the
intrinsic properties at the cartesian point, which is chosen to be the curvature and
grid length in this work.
5.2.1 Manual Control
We can specify the control functions directly such that at desired grid nodes there is
attraction or repulsion in the i or j direction. Setting f = g = 1 at all nodes will
give equidistant spacing in the physical space. As described in section 3.1.2, if we set
f > 1 or g > 1 in certain regions, this will increase the spacing in the ( or 'q direction
locally, relative to the spacing in that direction. On the other hand if we choose f < 1
or g < 1, the region will correspond to bunching of the points in the ( or 'q direction,
respectively.
To illustrate the use of manual control, figure 5-3 shows an example in 2D where
0.4 3.5 04 
-- 3-5
-4-- -1 5 1.5
1. 1.. ... ... .0 ... ..
5 0-5
X X
Figure 5-3: Manual control of spacing by specification of f, g control functions. The
increase in spacing in the lower left hand side corners results from setting f > 1 and
g > 1. The node bunching in the middle and top right corner regions arises when
using f < 1 and g < 1, for the right and left figure respectively.
f (left figure) and g (right figure) have been increased and decreased in specific
regions. Note that specification of f, g allows for local control as opposed to P, Q of
Thompson's equations which are global control functions.
In the example in section 5.1 for which the elliptic grid is shown in figure 5-2,
we could imagine that perhaps less bunching is desired in certain regions and more
in others. To illustrate discrete regions of lower and higher values of f and g were
inserted to produce 5-4. Notice again the locality of the control functions and how
the spacing is changed relative to the nearby grid lines. In order to have much better
control of the entire surface, one would probably want to define control functions that
vary in a more continuous manner for all i, j.
5.2.2 Automatic Control
The intrinsic control functions 3.19.a-3.19.b designed in section 3.3 are employed as
automatic control. The weighting constants Cg, Cl, and exponents ag, al, are chosen
manually as appropriate. We use the monkey saddle to illustrate automatic control
........... - _- -- ... ....
3.2
06 3
10 
-... 0 4 2...... ......
0 2.4
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-2a20-0. ..... 1.6..
-O A .....2. .... 1 .
Figure 5-4: Manual control of spacing by specification of f, g control functions for
surface (5.1). The figure to the right is the xy-view of the surface, and the colors of
the surface corresponds to the value of the sum of the control functions in each node,
f ±+g. The slight increase in spacing in the lower left is from setting f= g = 0.6. The
node bunching in the top is due to f = g = 1.7. Everywhere else we have f = g = 1.
for the surface grid and choose its parameterization as
r =(u, v,us - 3uv2 ) . (5.2)
The resulting elliptic grid is shown in figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7. Here weighting
constants of Ce = C = 0.2 and exponents of at = a = 0.5 are used, and the grid
size is chosen to be I = J = 27. Note that the regions of high curvature and thus
larger control function (red color shading in the figures) attract grid nodes. Notice
also how the edge nodes pull the grid lines outwards along the edge. This is due
to the choice of boundary conditions which is equal to the interior equation with
several terms cut off, particularly the terms concerning variation in the perpendicular
direction; the resulting effect is that the boundary condition only captures the effects
along the edge and no variation in the perpendicular direction. In future work it is
desired to investigate the implementation of the full interior elliptic equation along
the boundary using one-sided differences.
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Figure 5-5: Monkey Saddle grid: initial grid (top), final grid (bottom) after elliptic
smoothing using the automatic control functions. Shading of both figures is given by
f + g based on the curvature at the grid points.
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Figure 5-6: Monkey Saddle grid: colored shading plot (left) showing f distributed
over the domain, which in this case is the spacing function based on the curvature
in the y-direction; and colored shading plot (right) showing g distributed over the
domain, which is the spacing function based on the curvature in the x-direction.
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Figure 5-7: Monkey Saddle grid: comparison of the initial and final parameters.
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Variation in Weighting Constant
To investigate the influence of variations in the weighting constant, we keep the
weighting exponent fixed in both directions at aC = a, = 0.5, while varying the
weighting constants; specifically we look at the values C = Cn E {0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}.
In figure 5-8 the resulting grids are shown with f +g as the colored shading. There
is no noticeable difference except when CC = Cj = 0 which gives uniform spacing,
i.e. f = g = 1 everywhere. Figure 5-10 shows a comparison of the parameters u, v
for the grids with varying weighting constants. For the C = C E {0.0, 0.05, 0.1}
grids, the middle horizontal grid line goes across the v = 0 line as opposed to the
CQ = CO = 0.2 grid. This is related to the uneven number of grid lines (such that the
middle line in the initial solution coincides with the v = 0 line), and the boundary
condition which doesn't take variation in the perpendicular direction into account.
For an even number of grid lines, in which no single middle grid line exists, this does
not occur.
Beyond this phenomena, the increase in the constants C, C. slightly forces the
grid lines towards higher curvature and larger f or g in each direction.
Variation in Weighting Exponent
Similarly to study of the variations in the weighting exponent, the exponent constant
is fixed at CC = Cn = 0.2, while we look at the following values of the exponent
constant ag = a. E {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}.
In figure 5-9 the resulting grids are shown with f + g as the colored shading. For
higher aC = a, much more of the variation in curvature is captured in the control
functions, whereas for lower aC = a,,, the control functions are affected less by the
variation. The specific effect that this has on the actual grid lines can be seen in figure
5-11, where a comparison of the parameters u, v for the grids with varying weighting
exponents is shown. An increase in the exponent forces the grid lines further towards
regions of higher curvature and larger f or g.
The constant and exponent are two weights that can be increased to obtain more
grid bunching in regions of high curvature. Given this simple investigation and based
on the comparison of the grid lines, we can't say much about what differentiates each
of these. However, since the spacing functions control the grids in a relative manner,
in a high curvature situation an increase in exponents a = a, might increase the grid
bunching more, whereas an increase in C decreases the grid spacing in a much more
smooth manner.
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Figure 5-8: Monkey Saddle grid: effect of variable weighting constant Q = Cr/ E
{0.0, 0.05,0.1, 0.2} (from left to right, top to bottom), while fixing aC = a,, = 0.5.
The colored shading corresponds to the sum f + g of the control functions in each
direction.
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Figure 5-9: Monkey Saddle grid: effect of variable weighting exponent ac = a, E
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5} (from left to right, top to bottom), while fixing CC = C' = 0.2. The
colored shading corresponds to the sum f+g of the control functions in each direction.
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Figure 5-10: Monkey saddle: comparison of the parametric space for various weighting
constants with fixed weighting exponents at = a, = 0.5.
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Figure 5-11: Monkey saddle: comparison of the parametric space for various weighting
exponents with fixed weighting constants CC = C, = 0.2.
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5.3 Parameterization Independence
The core of this thesis and the strength of the proposed grid generator is the fact that
the resulting grid is parameterization independent. That is, for any parameterization
used to describe a surface, the final grid will be the same. For this to be true, the
method must be independent of the parameterization, and simultaneously the control
functions that force the grid points to certain areas of the grid will have to be based
on intrinsic quantities of the surface. The former will be illustrated in section 5.3.1,
whereas the latter is shown in 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Method
To illustrate the fact that the method is parameterization independent we use control
functions that are uniform f = g = 1 everywhere. As an example of the parame-
terization independence we examine a surface that can be described by two different
parameterizations and generate an elliptic grid on both of them; the resulting grids
should be the same after convergence has been reached.
First, this is done in 2D since it is relatively easy to choose a good example of a
parameterization which is quite different from the end result. The surface for which
a grid is to be generated is the xy plane in the domain x C [0.1, 1], y E [0.1, 1].
We choose the parameterization to be that of a circle with edges intersecting with
orthogonal flat planes along x = 0.1, x = 1, y = 0.1, y = 1. The initial and final
elliptic grid are shown in figure 5-12, and as desired the final grid has equidistant
spacing over the entire domain. This shows that the implementation and choice of
edges have a major impact on how the parameterization independence works.
To illustrate this in 3D, an unswept NACA wing will be used as an example and
is described using two parameterizations r1 and r 2. The NACA airfoil has thickness
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Figure 5-12: Flat plane grid using the circle in wy-plane as parameterization: initial
TFI grid (left) and final grid (right) after elliptic smoothing.
t, chord c, and wing span b. Parameterization 1 is chosen as follows
r1 = (wi, y1, zI) where
Xi =U 2,
Yi = (t/0.2)(0.2969\/x - 0.126x - 0.3537X2 + 0.2843X3 - 0.10150X4 )
= (t/0.2)(0.2969u - 0.126u2 - 0.3537U4 + 0.2843u6 - 0.10150u 8)
zi bv 
Parameterization 2 is a slight variation of this
r2 = (X2, Y2, z2) where
X 2 = U,
Y2= (t/0.2)(0.2969VY - 0.126x - 0.3537X2 + 0.2843X3 - 0.10150X4)
z2 = Zi .
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
The initial grids generated with TFI for these two parameterizations are shown
in figure 5-13. When elliptic grid generation is applied, we obtain the same grid for
both parameterizations as shown in figure 5-14.
This example which shows the parameterization independence of the method also
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Figure 5-13: Initial grids for the unswept wing for two different parameterizations:
r1with x = u2 (left) and r2 with x = u (right).
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Figure 5-14: Final grid after elliptic smoothing for the unswept wing. Both parame-
terizations lead to the same final grid.
highlights a useful advantage of our form of elliptic surface grid generation. When
modeling a wing, we prefer a grid which avoids the excessive bunching at the lead-
ing edge to the left in figure 5-13. This could essentially be done by searching for a
different parameterization such as the one to the right of 5-13, but a much simpler
approach would be to use the parameterization-independent grid generation method
which renders the much nicer grid in figure 5-14, despite the particular surface pa-
rameterization used. If different grid bunching is desired, one needs simply to modify
the control functions.
........ ..... ............
5.3.2 Control Functions
We designed the automatic control functions in section 3.3 such that they were based
on intrinsic properties of the surface. To test this we will look at two different pa-
rameterizations describing the same curved surface, using the swept NACA wing as
an example.
Parameterization 1 is designed to be
r1 = (cqxi + c(1 - p) + v, cqyi, zi) where q = (v + 1)~
where x1, y1, zi are as derived in (5.3). Here q is a reduction coefficient which reduces
the chord along the span and simultaneously shifts the leading edge backwards. The
shifting has been derived such that the trailing edges line up in a straight line. The
curve of the wing in the spanwise direction is increased when the sweep coefficient p
is increased, straight sweep corresponding to p = 0.
Parameterization 2 uses x = u as in the unswept wing example
r2 = (cqx 2 + c(1 - p) + v, cqy2 , z 2 ) where q = (v + 1) -P
where x 2 , Y2, z 2 refer to the variables in (5.5).
The initial grids for a wing with p = 2 are depicted in figure 5-15. Note that for
this example it was necessary to employ elliptic edges' for the generation of the initial
grid otherwise the elliptic method breaks down. However, the initial grid generated
using pure TFI is shown below for comparison. This grid is similar to the one obtained
through elliptic grid generation in the parametric space (without the use of control
functions) and is thus relevant to study.
Similar to the unswept case, unwanted grid bunching is present at the leading
edge of the swept wing described using parameterization 1. The initial grid from
parameterization 2 is better but a bit more 'concentration towards the leading edge
could be desired.
'Edges constructed using the elliptic boundary condition.
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Figure 5-15: Initial TFI grids for the swept wing using two different parameterizations:
r1 with x = u2 (left) and r 2 with x = u (right).
As expected, the final grid after elliptic smoothing is identical for both parame-
terizations and is shown in figure 5-16 with and without f + g shading. Figure 5-17
shows the final grid with shading of the control functions, f and g, separately over
the surface, which illustrates the control of the grid lines in the chord- and spanwise
directions, respectively.
Tuning the weighting coefficients and exponents will allow the grid length and
curvature more or less influence on the grid bunching.
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Figure 5-16: Final grid after elliptic smoothing for the swept wing with sweep coeffi-
cient p = 2. Both parameterizations lead to the same final grid. The shading of the
left figure is simply 0, shown here to highlight the grid lines. The right figure has
color shading f + g.
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Figure 5-17: Final grid after elliptic smoothing for the unswept wing with shading
f (left) controlling the spacing in the chordwise direction and shading g (right) con-
trolling the spacing in the spanwise direction.
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5.4 Various Grids
In this section we present various grids created with our elliptic surface grid generation
code. Curved surfaces with 'interesting' curvatures have been chosen, and the control
functions are again generated automatically using (3.19.a)-(3.19.b) from the surface
curvature and grid lengths. When necessary, the elliptic edges have been introduced
into the TFI scheme.
5.4.1 Sphere
One parameterization for the sphere is
r = (cos(u) cos(v), cos(u) sin(v), sin(u)) . (5.6)
When the elliptic grid is created on this surface, we obtain the grid shown in the
plot to the right in figure 5-18. Again since the boundary condition does not take
the perpendicular derivatives into account and the initial spacing is equidistant, the
grid nodes on the edge remain essentially unchanged. The interior region experiences
movement of the grid nodes towards the poles. This seems counterintuitive given
that the latitudinal control function, g, is largest at the midsection of the sphere,
due to the variation in grid lengths (the curvature is constant all over the surface).
However, this is due to effect of the perpendicular derivatives which influences the
longitudinal spacing, and the interior code thus attempts to create square grid cells
over the surface, as opposed to the stretched cells in the interior grid.
5.4.2 Hyperboloid of One Sheet
There are various parameterizations describing the hyperboloid of one sheet. Gener-
ally, the preferred parameterization is one where the longitudinal lines are straight
lines forming the curved hyperboloid surface, illustrating the doubly ruled property of
the hyperboloid of one sheet.
The parameterization for the hyperboloid employed here is obtained through the
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Figure 5-18: Grid on sphere: initial TFI grid (left) and final grid (right).
surface of revolution of a hyperbola, namely
r = (3 cosh(v) cos(u), 3 cosh(v) sin(u), sinh(v)) . (5.7)
The initial and elliptic grid on the hyperboloid are shown in figured 5-19. In terms
of grid distribution relative to the initial grid, this surface is quite the opposite of the
sphere. The interior grid nodes do not move much, whereas the boundary conditions
are not satisfied through the initial condition and as such redistribute nodes in the
longitudinal direction. As with the sphere, due to the perpendicular terms the inte-
rior grid nodes are not equidistant in the longitudinal direction. Again, the mixed
derivative terms of the grid equations ensure that the grid cells are square and not
stretched rectangles.
5.4.3 M*bius Band
The M6bius band is a surface of only one side and can be parameterized using
r = ((1 - u sin(v/2)) cos(v), (1 - u sin(v/2)) sin(v), u cos(v)) . (5.8)
The initial and final grids are shown in figure 5-20. The boundary grids remain
the same, but the interior region redistributes nodes appropriately according to the
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Figure 5-19: Grid on hyperboloid of one sheet: initial grid (left) and final grid (right).
regions of high and low curvature.
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Figure 5-20: Grid on the Mdbius band: initial grid (left) and final grid (right).
5.4.4 Wing and fuselage
The wing-fuselage example is constructed of a wing section and a cylinder that share
an edge. This example enables us to show the control at the intersection, and to
investigate the multi-block capability of the grid generator.
Using the weighted average of the control functions from the two surface patches
from equation (3.21), the nodes are distributed according to the curvatures along
the edges with wi = 0.2 and w2 = 0.8, giving most weight to the curvature of the
cylinder.
.......... ....................... . .
The resulting grid is depicted in figure 5-21 and figure 5-22.
Figure 5-21: Wing-fuselage example.
Figure 5-22: Wing-fuselage example: top view (left) and zoom of wing-fuselage junc-
tion (right).
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The present work developed and implemented an alternative approach to elliptic sur-
face grid generation, which is completely independent of the surface parameterization.
The method operates directly in the three-dimensional physical space as opposed to
the parametric space while still using the principles of two-dimensional grid genera-
tion. Moreover, control functions which allow the user to influence bunching of grid
nodes were by design based on intrinsic properties of the surface, such as surface
curvature and grid lengths.
The resulting grid thus conforms to the surface of the configuration by utilizing
simple input from an external Geometry Engine. It has the capability of respecting
lines in the three-dimensional geometry thanks to the implementation of edges located
at the intersection with a given surface. The surface grids created and investigated
in this work were smooth and of high quality, and the size of the grid cells varied
continuously across the surface; as such they are ideal for methods based on struc-
tured surface meshes such as low-order boundary methods. Finally, the multi-block
approach that is presented can be employed to construct complex geometries using
several grid patches.
The elliptic equations were solved using an iterative Newton scheme and by the
Gaussian elimination embedded within MATLAB. This is relatively easy to implement
and the result is a sufficiently fast solver. However, for large systems it may be
beneficial to consider other more involved iterative methods.
Many extensions to the present research are possible, in particular, improvements
of automation are necessary to create a complete grid code. A simple way to integrate
the edges of the patch automatically into the computations should be explored; this
could possibly be done by requiring more information about the geometry from the
Geometry Engine. In addition, further development of the multi-block approach is
needed in an automated way to allow a grid of a complicated geometry to be obtained
in less stages, that is the capability of computing multiple patches simultaneously is
necessary.
Further investigation of design of control functions should also be pursued, as the
presented form was only one suggestion out of many. At shared edge, it may also
be interesting to approach the design of the combined control functions as shearing
minimization problem.
Finally, the boundary conditions need some work as the present implementation
used a Neumann condition, which only considered variation along the boundary and
not perpendicular to it. One desirable boundary feature not discussed in this thesis
is boundary orthogonality, which clearly was not satisfied when the interior regions
and boundaries did not correspond. In future work it may thus be interesting to
include the boundaries in the multiple-block approach and compute them from the
full elliptic equation, in which one-sided differences from the 3 x 3 stencil are used for
the derivatives perpendicular to the boundary.
Although some extensions extensions may be necessary for a full grid code, the
work presented in this thesis provides a sound basis for the implementation of a
high-quality surface grid generator which is independent of the parameterization.
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